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Boxford model b lathe guide

Some may have noticed on another thread that this bouquet of old iron is about to take a place to live in my workshop, this lathe may well be older than me ..... It takes me back to the schoolboy's machining days ;D I was thinking of converting a small 9x20 into a British version
...................................................... mainly to get a little more mass and get the benefit of gearbox and power supply. I had watched a lot of Myfords (which seem to command very high prices) but a big thank you bogsielle:bow: for putting me in the Boxfords path, they look much more machine-like and can
be obtained at more reasonable prices. Anyway, it's the Boxford AUD Mk2, which is clone 9 Southbend for our American listeners Note the similarities between these is a wealth of information online, but some of it is a bit contradictory, AUD is model A (Screwcutting Gearbox and Power feeds in both
directions) with UD ....... On UnderDrive, the engine is in the bottom/cabinet. The total weight is over 600lbs, making it the first obstacle. Transporting it home should be OK, it can be loaded into my van with a forklift, at the end we can use the engine lift to get it out ........... But........... to get it into the
workshop it has to go through 2 x one doorway 2 steps up, then down one step, so methhinks demolition may be the best way forward. Basically, it seems straightforward, but two points worry me a little ..... 1) If the lathes have a gearbox, leave it in place - and try not to remove the lathe from the
undercoupling base; the compound was used to prevent coolant from reaching the wrong places, and it effectively pushes the lathe down; when the hardened seal is broken, it must be beaten off and reconnected. 2) Apparently the drive belt is continuous and needs to be cut. So......... does anyone there
really have experience of isolating one of these ....................... Or........... Will I be my HMEM guineaco: CC Congratulations! Looks like you have a real gem there! My wheels turn here... Do you have to make corners when you get inside, or is it a direct shot at the store? I have an idea for you that might
help you move the plane. If you get the lathe off the pedested pedestd, you may be able to build a slide lathe and use it to move. Tell me about your situation and I'll make a quick draft. The winner of the month project I recently got a Warco 280VF weighing about 190kg because the engine crane wouldn't
fit through my side gate, bolted the lathe into about 2 thick timber and then used several pieces of 2 PVC pressure pipes to roll behind it to the workshop, the scaffolding pole would probably be a little better as even the thick wall of the pressure pipe gave a bit. Jason Wow, I never read those warnings.
First of all, two I have passed on to others if there was concentrate it had long gone and anyway silicone is a much better modern sealant that gorilla They were years ago. A pull belt with a link belt, making it easy to share. On the other hand, I took the counter-axis of the plumber's bearing and slipped off
the belt, leaving it hanging from the lathe head. When everything was apart, everything was moved on a small stage and pumped into a truck and then rebuilt with a reliable folding crane. Two good men can do this without a pump truck and a crane. . Thanks guys, the lathe weighs 276Kg/608lbs, so it's a
bit lardy, I suspect the cabinet itself is quite substantial...... weight wise: Taking it off might not be a bad idea anyway, but if I can get it straight to the workshop first, that would be nice. Access is .......................... through the side door of the house (up 2 steps) to the utility room, 90o right turn, directly to 3
feet (and it is only 3 feet wide), down 1 step (only 2) to the workshop, directly 12 feet, and then turn to the 90o position on the back wall. I'm going to light Crap-O-Cad and make a ;D CC Cheers John, sounds like it's quite do-able then, I have to admit that I thought silicone would be the material choice, I
think it depends on the manufacturing year ........ I'll try to find out when I get the serial number. Dave, if it's used like Harrison, it's more than the old Boss White they used to glue apprentices to steam pipes. Dries like concrete and you need a welders' chipping whale or Kango to get away. Up step,
through the door 3 feet to the right, etc. That sounds confusing. If you can't get it to the troll or like don't bother with the reels, they're a complete waste of time, you'll spend more time poking the band's things a little bit. Get 2 lengths of 1/2 round bar or 3/4 black corner, vee uppermost, drop these down
like trams and just push the machine along the rails. The dot contact lets it move like rollers and you can go 8-3 feet at a time if you need to go up or down the stairs, use two planks with shorter pieces of bar. After using this method, you will never return to the rollers and tubes. Me and Ower Gert settle
here one Sunday morning before church using only 4 lengths at 1 corner, a 1.5 metre prying bar and 17 cups of coffee. The roller wasn't in the seat at the time. I wasn't trying to hijack this thread, but I was very interested to hear that you own WARCO 280vf, I'm talking gentlemanly to WARCO about
importing one of these lathes into Canada, so if it wasn't too much trouble, could you tell me how well you like this hoov, general accuracy, disgust, ect. Pete Me and Ower Gert put this in place one Sunday morning before the church using just 4 lengths 1 corner, a 1.5 metre prying bar and 17 cups of
coffee. I would have thought more coffee would have been required for Blimey John, your swarf collection probably weighs more than my lathe 8) CC W/E Map Workshop ;D CC Hi there As a former plumber I can tell you about the easiest way to remove Boss White and most other old ones heat with
blowtorch, blowtorch, hotter than warm usually works as a delicacy, which you can also do again or stop the leak with this method. Do not try it in tubes containing flammable liquids. In fact, an electric painter would do just as well. My kindest regards, Malcolm, my thoughts on the move are to leave the
lathe and stand intact. The only problem this causes is that it is very heavy! Two people could do the job, but to play it safe, I'd have a third. I think I place the whole unit on a plywood board that is not only slightly larger than the footprint of the machine, and attach it by some method (screws, bolts, straps,
etc.). When you have it on a flat surface, you can move it without too much hassle. Use a compact plastic tube (PVC here in the states) cut about 3 wider than the width of the machine in rolls, and once the lathe is on the floor, you can easily roll it where you want it to go. Have enough rollers at hand that
the machine is always on three or four. Place only one in front of the machine when moving it forward. If your floor is fragile, use a couple of plates of panelling or masonite to protect the floor. Move one sheet in front of the other until you clear the area to be protected. Also know that the plyon does not
have enough force to hold the weight of the machine, but this will give you a safety margin if things go wrong. Bring the lathe to the first doorway and then lift it with a hoist ( assumed it could fit there; if not, you can watch the cabinet break and succumb apart the move) and place it in some blocks the
same height as the kitchen floor. Place the rollers under it and move it to the kitchen and prepare for the turn. I think I'd have a heavy ending first. The translation is a careful persuasion for the unit to slide into the pipes. Keep in the way that you don't want to tip the unit, and this is the most likely place
where it happens. After turning the machine as needed, move it over the kitchen floor until you reach the next stage. Once again, it's a heavy head to travel in. 2 drop shouldn't be a huge deal, but be careful because here it can escape you. Let the lathe roll over the drop as far as you can reach the
balance point, then gently let it swing into the waiting tube and move on. Stop the device when the butt reaches the drop. If you have the light head of the plane, maybe two people can lower it slowly so it doesn't fall suddenly. When you have it on the store floor, you are well on your way. Move it to your
location and take it close to the area you want it to specify. If you can get your elevator into the area, do it. Remove the appliance from the ply by lifting the appliance up or sliding it off (if sliding it off, beware of the danger of the kaat!) and lower it to the floor where it must be. Ⅰ. Moved my lathes the same
way, and it worked very well. I have a 13x40 and that weight is about 1300lbs. I used a PVC tube 3/4 in diameter and had no problem with it trying to collapse. I only did it with one other person, my wife. As with all major transfers, you have a contingency plan regardless of what you decide to do. Think
the whole operation through, find the pinnats and try to avoid them before your plane sits in the middle of the kitchen! Enable the contingency plan for each operation step (i.e. to make a translation) and make sure you have the tools/materials at your disposal to implement the plan as needed. Keep safety
first and observe pinch points and never let yourself get between the direction of the machine and the fixed surface. Whoever you need to help, give a thorough announcement about the operation before you start, and this will make things much smoother. It also prepares help for potential dangers and
they know better what to follow during the move. I hope everything makes sense! If not, I can refine or make a few sketches. Congratulations on the lathes and I'm looking forward to it getting some parts! W/E CC: This may sound very simple, but what if you did a cardboard cutout of the duck, hand
wheels and all the footprint waste and then walked through the hallway to practice which way you turn to make an angle. If it's tight, this can save you time when you actually get it in the house, you know which way to go at a 90* angle instead or try and figure out the other way could have been easier.
Good luck---, don't let me say you got a nice lathe. I bought a new Boxford around 1970, but I think it was an older model than yours. The retailer delivered it to my shop (the commercial building) so I didn't have to move it. However, it is a South Bend clone and I have moved them twice. The lathe is
heavy from above and pouring can be disastrous for the sort and the human body on which it falls. I moved the 10 x 24 Logan sub-car to my basement store this summer alone, except for help with the bed. This trip was up stairs to the main 30 floors, below the corridor, turn down the stairs on the right
corner turning halfway down and then immediately turn to the bottom through the door. This is also a 250-pound lathe and I wouldn't consider hand-moving it in one piece in confined spaces. I have my own garage, so I took the lathe apart and cleaned it in the garage before I moved it into the house. All



the lathes are easy to disassemble and assemble. I'm going to take it all off the lathes, except on the bed on the main deck. Every piece can then I moved a cheap two-wheeled doll. In the under-driving model, you need to pull out the spindle to change the belt, but to move it, all you have to do is clear the
counter shaft. I removed all the initial driving from the pedested pedested system to clean and check And make it light enough to move alone. Two men can move a pedested pedested while the station is still inside, if you have a doll. An alternative to a cheap (made in China) rubber-weary doll is to rent a
device with a moving doll with tied straps and stairs climbing tracks. If you and your friends can handle 250 kilos, pick it up and carry it to the store. Stan, now I have a serial number that looks like it was done in early 1971, 1972, anyway I should get it home soon than I finally decide by what method I can
get&lt;edited to= read=&gt; it in place. When I'm here;D I'm getting to grips with the one-point threading and to be honest, I think most of my stuff is probably metric ......... But......... there are some imperial yarns that I would definitely be able to cut 8, 12 and 20 tpi ......................... does anyone know what
gears I need ...................... I read about it slowly, but it takes a while for CC Dave to sink in, there's been a bit of discussion about this, and until all the results are coming, you might be a little alone. The marvellous Marv and his accompanying stinja may be the two most important things you can hire to
attack it. Personally, I would call Tony Griffiths to see if he has a proper manual containing the screw-wrenching settings on your machine. If he does, it'll be worth his weight in gold for you. Tony Griffiths Phone: 01298-871633 (from abroad: **44-1298-871633) John Crewcab, Don't know much about
Boxford lathes, but the gears needed for threading are a function of wire screw wire, so first what is the lead screw wire and is it imperialist or 30 feet? my guess would be imperialist at either 6 or 8 tpi (threads per inch). Attached (hopefully) are some diagrams of the gears needed for 4-10 tpi wire screws.
I hope this helps. See Appendix Changegears.pdf looking at the picture of the lathe you have a 3-foot transmission model because the gate is on the left. The imperial gearboxes had a gate on the right. This gearbox uses a 3mm pitch cable screw. So you need the following gears, 38, 40, 44, 52, 56 and
135/127 compound and follow this chart. . Thank you for clearing me John and I hope I haven't messed up the water sorry crewcab, but free advice is sometimes worth what you paid for it. I forgot to add a screw cutting wheel to these long machines are quite special because they have 5 characters, not
one with the letter A thru E. They also have two gears on the bottom, 20 and 21. It has a mounting block with two holes, so you can position it in line with either gear 1 or 2. Most metric threads are in gear from 1 to 20 teeth, 21 teeth are used in fields of 4.5, 3.5, 1.75, 0.70, 0.45 and 0.35. It is easiest to
use the A sign for all feeds, less confusing. When you make imperial yarns, you leave 1/2 nuts closed. . Page 2 Thank you Gentlemen :bow: I believe some of it starts &lt;/edited&gt; &lt;/edited&gt; Pierce my skull ??? .............. John S .......... I (finally) understand why the threaded selection indicator is
often not installed on metric lathes after this reading (bottom of the page, last sentence), ...... which leads me to another question as to why the Metric 9 x20 is equipped with TDI with 8 divisions ..... and finally the penny drops even more ......................................... Relative to John's (BS) message :-[ ...
and previous conversations anyway back to Boxford, John (S) ..... I've finally realised that your last answer has to do with the TDI of the metric system Boxford, which also explains why imperial is around £30 and a metre about 4x that price. Okay.......... It's late and I've been reading about metrics and
imperial threads tonight when my head hurts: ......, I think I'm going to go watch Tat on TV for half an hour while my brain slows down. Anyway....... last thing so far guys .......... anyone has a link to an image that shows the gearbox specified in the composite gearbox. Cheers................... and Maryak .........
your advice is very welcome at any time CC Crewcab, Gear trains an explanation - hopefully this will help : CC, what I've been told, the problem with removing the lathe from its pedestal is that it throws the alignment settings away. And unless you or someone you know can reset it for you, it shouldn't be
fun. As for moving it, I used the services of 4 cheeky guys and 3 machine skates, the front is maneuverable. Some rental companies have them to rent. There are a couple of steps to negotiate, which means the skates probably won't be very useful. To get over the stairs, you will probably need a thick ply
plate and preferably a steel plate or something to avoid carving the ply. Also a solid rope that prevents it from slipping away when it goes down. Anyway, it's a nice looking lathe if it's even in reasonable condition, I'm sure you won't regret it. As for Hans Crewcab, I have 3 lathes that are used all the time
depending on the jobs, size and whether they are metric or imperialist. I know this sounds great, but I have to make a living from it. All 3 have a thread selector, the CVA, which is the British equivalent of Monarch 10EE, is built, but the other two are normal installed and can be swayed clearly. I use the
CVA selector, because screwing the threads of the empire is the easiest setting you can make, and once this lathes were not easy to reverse the way it was originally connected [ now replaced ] Two other lathes, a big TOS that makes imperialist and metric, even though it is an imperial machine, and all
the toss in the metric system have clearly swayed because their use is too painful and I back with 1/2 nuts always connected. In this way, there is never a chance of a pickup error and most of the threads are usually short, enough for nuts and washing machines. One interesting fact about a small tos is
that forwards and those who are cancelled are oil with oil switches inside the head and the reversal is 1.3333 times faster than forwards, which speeds up the work when you cancel. I don't know if it was the designers' idea. but the main use I have inverted if I wriggle back from the wire. I very much like
the east-boots model, they are usually neglected, but they really put a little effort into their plans and structure. I have here a Russian tool room monitor with virtually no markings, only made in the US and for the HS1020 model. This means 5 center breaks, 10 swings between 20 centers. The same size
as CC's Boxford, the only main difference is that it puts the emphasis on 1.9 tons Three horsepower 3~ engine drives a 24-speed pre selector gearbox, pressure oil to the main car and it starts first thing in the morning until 20 seconds have passed to pump the oil round. The bottom and bed are all as
dripping, built like a brick that you can drop off in Bosnia and can hold another 2 tenths. I'm not using this at this time because it's earmarked for the CNC conversion, but there's no reservation for thread picker on this lathe, but it can immediately cancel. . CC, I've been told the lathe will be removed from
the pedested pedested line because it throws away the alignment settings. And unless you or someone you know can reset it for you, it shouldn't be fun. The pedestd has nothing to do with the alignment of the lathes. This type of lathe can be purchased on the bottom of the cabinet, chipped on the feet or
from a bare lathe to push down into a wooden bench. Whenever the lathe is moved (up to inches), it requires a level or reorganization (your beauty). Removing the headstand from bed can cause problems because it may have shimmered, and if you lose the shims or their location, you have a big project
to target the main stock. All other lathes include gib to adjust belt voltages, etc. Dismantelling's added benefit to movement allows you to study wear and damage before taking the time to smooth and adjust. Many threads on the bulletin board report good quality in import accuracy levels. If you and your
friends can handle 250 kilos, pick it up and carry it to the store. Funnily enough ......;D... it wasn't nearly as loud as I thought CC Looks like it was made for that place CC...... The big Borat high-five for you Boxford is only a few inches longer than the 9x20, so a bit of a joinery on the weekend should see
everything in place.......... In other words, unless SWMBO has other plans, Inverter is on its way, but one thing that's missing is the tool bolt + mounting bolt &amp; Tee nut, that's something I need before I can make a few chips and see if the change has been worthwhile ??? .......... Plus, it's a little
crowded here with an extra lathe and three swarf magnets: CC John (S) ...... I found an interesting thread on (almost the same) lathes Nniiden Nniiden (shown below) looks even more complicated in the three gears available .................... I think I just take threading one step at a time, I don't want to push
my luck with my first step to Dark Art's Maryak ..... thank you piccyn ..... it's much clearer now OK Guys .... another Brain Teaser ..... when installing the inverter, the available speed range is from 1 to 3000 rpm, ..... Although I suspect that 3k will ever be used, as is the norm (apparently) with these gizmos,
it is a soft start, but it can act as an instant electronic brake and/or backwards almost immediately (so I'm told) .... now the 9x20 is a grub screw to lock the chuck in position, although I can't stop or turn it immediately ...... there is a d clear possibility that boxford's placenta will come off if I'm not here on my
toss, so...... Do I have to drill the back plates of the chuck and the lathe hammer to accept the locking screw? CC CC, Be careful to fit the invertor when it comes to stopping, they are programmable up to a fraction of a second and you can even fit the brake resistors to stop them dead, but as you've
realized, you have a spiral herd. If it is used carefully, there should be no problems. Another thing to keep in mind is that using a quick programmed stop with an inverter often a case of a bug trip and requires resetting, which becomes bloody dull, setting the stop to about 1-1/2 to 2 seconds usually keeps
you away from this problem. Installing a Grub screw in the registry is not a good idea as it can throw away the backing plate. The Myfords use the new Conny sewer to make a vee groove in the register. The back plate then has a hole that is drilled and tapped against the grub screw, but it just breaks into
the inner hole. The sharp grub screw fits here and locks at the bottom of the hole, the sharp bit is deep enough to poo through and fit into the registry career, but does not touch. The idea is not to hold it back, but to prevent it from coming off if it comes off. Interesting spiral selection, the TOS is similar, but
it has three interchangeable gears and two double-sided selectors and you change as needed. There's only one character on each gear and last side. . Thank you John, go for an easy mind ......;D... on a scale of 1 to 10, my mechanical engineering experience is about 0.35, while yours is about 11
............ terms like indexable and registry caused me sleepless nights 3 months ago ...................... but I think I'm a little bit with the time now..... I said yes a little ....... But I'm working on ;D Thank you for all your help CC I just thought that the Russian tool room is the same size as Boxford and came with a
4 tower tool pole, which I replaced with one of my own models because I have three lathes, all of which have the same design column, and they can switch between all 3 machines, making life easier. If it's any good, I can look at it. I still have it, and I'm going to take a picture, a picture, It must be in a
closet or rack in Jabba. . All the stakes were gratefully received by John CC anyway .... for all of you n' gal follows this absolutely riveting thread and considers a heavy lathe ... Don't worry............ it's not a big deal Moving went much easier than expected, Wareagle, you were right 3/4 plywood worked
very well 8) .... I cut a piece about the same size as the lathe and walked through it along the route ..... Don :bow: spot on tip mate, then we plonked it ply and just pull it into place .... believe it or don't 2 step down was the most embarrassing part ...................... because it had a rubber driding threshold on
the threshold: ...... but we won in the end ....... We had 3 people on hand but my son and I moved it .... he had a heavy end-of-life mind ...................... But........ he is 25, 6'-4 and 18 stone ...... He deserves a heavy end to ;D Thanks to everything that has made a difference, it's all been a very useful
gang......front: CC Glad to hear the move went well. When I got logan home with the help of my 83-year-old father and his 1 ton truck and equipment trailer, I was always amazed at what he could move around with the simplest tools.... He muscular that 1,100-pound lathe nicely with a pinch bar and some
reels... As fast as you want. I didn't even breathe hard. Dave CC, congratulations on the iron piece in the right place! Well done, I'm fine. CC, at great personal cost and at the risk of life and limb, I dug this up tonight. 4 square, 2 high with medium screw, is this okay or is it too big? Looks promising John 8)
From the top of the combination slide to the middle line of the lathe is a 25mm (1) CC CC, congratulations on your successful move. It's always nice when things go your way! Glad it was easier than expected and I hope you enjoy your new lathe!! The base is 7/16 thick, but it grinds from the surface 3/8
without losing strength, which allows you to use 5/8 of the tool. Page 3 It should work well, but I suspect you really want to grind the bottom so you can use 5/8 bits. You are likely to use 3/8 bits with a 3/16 shim under them with a 9 lathe under them. I had a guy for toolting 10 in South Bend before I
switched to an Aloris-type toolting recorder. CrewCab, if you can do that, I'd go with the Aloris clone. Wedge type AXA They are very blood-sinted and quite ridgid say nothing easy to adjust Dave Guys thanks for all the help :bow: since for a while I update it qctp, I have one 9 x 20 about a dozen holders,
but it's nad is a small Boxford, and in the short term that needs to stay put so ... I'm looking for something to use ..... John, I don't have any facilities to sand the surface, so I'll take it as it comes if it's OK ....... Thank you. Stan Dave............ is one that you mean CC on eBay has a piston type and not a
wedge type. The piston type is a little cheaper and according to BBS, for many satisfied users seem to be. My lathe now has a genuine Aloris wedge type, but what I put in South Bend was a piston type and it worked well. According to experts, the toolpier alignment is less accurate about the piston type,
but it wasn't a problem for me. I made the tool keepers from 6061 aluminum many years ago and they have stood well. Besides, if I sneak as close as possible to the chuck and touch the jaw, the lathe will not be damaged and the tool holder will be damaged as little as possible. I have a steel holder for
the cutter tool and a dull bar, where the holder has much more strain. Edit: AXA size (used for 9-12 lathes) takes 1/2 tool bit, but you can't take advantage of this size with your horsepower. The nice part of the plots of these types of tools is that you can use the bits of any size tool without the hers by
adjusting the holder on the tot. 3/8 tool bit empty is cheaper than 1/2, faster grind to shape and plenty of big 9 lathes. I'm glad to see you have that machine on CC. I haven't ignored you .... just for some reason didn't see this post until now!! .... Too many late at night that I think about! :-\ I'm interested in
your views on the beast's performance. ;D Ralph. Cc, don't worry, I'll swing the bottom in the grinder and throw it in the car tomorrow, so if I don't, I'll forget about it. That holder you pointed out is a 100 series holder and is a bit small at 2-1/2 you're probably better with the 200 series I might even have one
of these sets in some brand new box, Stuff tends to increase in winter due to dark nights. I remember buying one because of the CNC conversion, but I finished with a 6-station rotating changer, give me a couple of days to get the grey matter in place, it gets harder. Two years ago, the car stopped and the
driver said I had a lathe for you. Where? From our depot No, I mean where did the lathe come from? I don't know, I just told you to deliver it here So went out and there's an old Myford ML7 with a big steel rack made of an electric connection box, I mean ISO connection box. I picked it up, nothing to sign,
no paperwork and truck leaves. Do I think so? I don't remember buying it, looking close and it basically wore off, but I don't return the machines, so it can't be a job. Cut the pedested pedestd into debris and throw the lathe into Jabba so it's still ????? I bought the Denford CNC on eBay the other month,
the picture clearly showed it standing on the floor at about 10 feet square. By the time I get it home, some son of a had snapped up a 10-foot floor because I can't find it, now I'm struggling to get it somewhere. . CC, as for the message of the tool ... What Stan said! Thank you, Stan. I have an AXA wedge-
type clone. 2 HP Logan 12 x 39. I have successfully taken serious almost full power outages with this message and it took it well. Personally, and I have no information to confirm this, I think the wedge type should be stiffer. ... Qualifying is, as you know, opinions are like buttocks.... We all have one ;D
Dave I may have made a serious mistake (one track in mind) when the original post was about 9 lathes and I automatically thought of 9 North American sizes (British 4.5). If, in fact, this is a British 9 (swings 18), Aloris AXA (100 series) is far too small. That size lathe is on a 400-series level. See the MSC
page for Aloris releases and the recommended lathe size. (If you look at the prices, you can see why people buy imported clones. The comments were obviously a little tongue-in-cheek and I hope no one gets hurt. Nothing taken or implicit! ;D I hope no one gets hurt. Only if you insist :big: Anyway.... with
the saga: Invertteri arrived yesterday, so in the afternoon I have wired things ..... after a small :wall: combined with a few well-chosen words, things started to fall into place and we now have a cycle ... By hand, everything turns quite easily, so I don't know if it's an engine problem (it heated up at a very hot
speed) or if it's my pathetic effort in inverter programming ??? ....... computer science degree would help .... anyone wants to download the manual so you can laugh at what I'm trying to do :big: ...... Click here ............... for now, I'm just letting it spin at low speed .... Everyone has had good oiling and to be
honest, I don't think it will be driven for many years Next step ...... some kind of toolbox so I can at least try turning, even if only with a tooth ;D CC CC, did you change the engine wires from star to delta for 240 volts? CC, did you change the engine wires from star to delta for 240 volts? OK where is
WHOOSH ....../Over My Head .... Emoticon errrrrrrrrr ..... John.................. I have read the manual so many times that I pronounce it backwards in French ??? ............... But................... looks like I've forgotten something :fan: CC OK ...... Now I've stopped singing mi'self with wet halibt ...... John, Red ..........
A...... T1 Yellow......... B.... T2 Blue .......... C.... T3 Everything turned up, but in the wrong direction, so I then turned red and yellow ..... And it rotates the right way, but Torque is visible by its absence ??? Does this help or do I have to take the engine out again and look at the wiring of the connector ....
Btw........... Yes, I'm fine. CC's heating it up. Here's what the inside of a 440-volt engine looks like. You have all three connector bands that connect the star point, and each 440-year wire goes on to each one. Now this is how the links must be connected to the 240 volt 3-phase. I will read through the
manual and list the best settings for this app. I just saw your last post whistle poking the keys. there is no torque because you only supply 1/3 power. Change the engine links and try it, but I'll try to get better or at least safer settings. Get away from reading the manual. We used to make ink mixing
machines at one point, like a food mixer with steroids, just a big 3-phase engine with a 240 v VFD to get variable speed, driving a mela. Over the years, we've sold almost 200 of these with all sorts of inverters depending on who offered the best deal, so I know my way around these. John, I've just spent a
few minutes comparing wiring configurations that don't change, #160 ??? ........... then I finally noticed the links &amp;#160; :wall:&amp;#160; ..... Just color me as dumb &amp;#160; Thank you CC For helping ??? Page 4, do you have the elder Brookes Gryphon? an engine with a starting point buried in
a coin. They are not designed to operate in a 240 volt single-phase. Two choices. [1] Get a local rewind company to bring a starting point when 3 wires or [2] get a more modern engine with links. There are a lot of engines, but not less than 1 HP, unless you can fit this. ;D I'm just playing. I can't get you an
engine for a warwick show until then. Maybe you can scrounge one, usually 3 phase motors can be quite cheap. Just my good news :wall: John, you have the mail CC OK, it looks like I've got the wires sorted now, or I should have later today, so ........................ exhibition ....... I have managed to tune a
small tool pole and the lathe will certainly turn into aluminum nicely.... and it also did a short job with a small CRS bar 8) CC like JS&amp;#160; ??? I seem to have a wiring problem &amp;#160; .... Instead of pressing and perhaps &amp;#160; do mi'self serious damage, I have hired a professional
electrician to sort this out ...... it took about an hour and I now have a lathe with very severe torque, which it cost &amp;#160; (&amp;#163;30) I'm very happy.&amp;#160; So..... you a lot there ...... If you need to plug in a lathe or a mill or something, call the pros. &amp;#160; CC Way to Go, CC.
Congratulations on the runner's ;D Real guys ....... just muddy the water a little more ............ ??? ............. See what's appeared in e(vil)bay Click on only the happy chappie below &gt;&gt; ;D &lt;&lt; .... I'm not offering CC CC, now that you have that great part of British Iron in action, and with the
information provided by John S about cutting dental records, I could make one myself. You could make one yourself. ............... seen flying pigs recently ...... OK I'm a game ........... and I'll send you everything that needs milling to give the old American iron a little practice :big: :big: Cheers Kevin, nice idea,
but I feel like I need to practice more first, John's message about cutting the braces is a dam good though, certainly one that I can file for future use. Back to boxford's metric TDI,... somewhere I found a picture of the right ..... 3 cogged version, which is ....... If I could just find the filing??? CC found it not
something that appears eblag every week for comparison this is claimed Metric Boxford TDI .... Cc Funny thing is a Boxford book lists the metric system in two gears and they even publish a chart final action to tell you which gears to use. ? But this other one has three gears. If you want to make a 2 gear
model, the lathe is a 3mm wire screw that is as close as the damn it 8 tpi. I can empty a couple of 8tpi worms with hobber 20 and 21 teeth the next time I make worm wheels for Ower Gert if you like. Mmmm.......... Sounds worth a try, thank you very much, John. CC Little I didn't know, but Boxford as a
company is still up and running, I thought they went bankrupt years ago, among other machines they also produce CNC machines for schools, the industry. they also produce CNC machines for schools, industry. Very nice it is too, but I'm afraid to think about how much the new CNC machine is CC Hey
CC, I got a new one with a screw clamp for X2. What do you think I'm doing? (I really shouldn't be allowed into the store after a long day at work...) Ksouers, I think the choice of your screw press is a little small for the machine. You will probably destroy the screw press when you use it with X2. :big: ;D
Didn't have much time in the store recently, .... but succeeded for about an hour today so there was a play lathe ............ after throwing a 1/2 bar with a live center at the opposite end .... about 8 overall ....... I took the light fat from the bar and then dug a micrometer ..... then dug (very) deep into old
memories to remember how to read the micrometer anyway .... the difference turned out (not for pun intended :wall: ) to be 0.03mm ......................... which my calculations tell me is a little over you at diameter 8), so I don't adjust anything ...... I can live that no man's ;D unfortunately, it probably means that
future errors of conversion cannot be blamed on ??? Not bad, Dave. My C2 is about 0,005 of the same size. Sounds like a guard;D Well, since it's a quiet night, I'll just update you a lot on what I do .... installing a new placenta .... OK hardly a difficult task by general standards, but don't forget that I will
return to this after a 40-year break ...... and even then it was I haven't installed chuck until last week. And I went really slowly at the latter end but still managed to take nad too much off the tap ........ just a couple of grand, but it certainly wasn't a distraction. So............... I've realized that I don't have
anything that can accurately measure (95mm slide), my micrometers are 1 and 2 (25/50mm) and digital callers really don't cut it .................... So............ Tonight I have taken the tap a couple ofmm deeper and not quite as narrow, in the last hour I have taken another 2 tons of the diameter of the tap in very
small stages (about 6 cuts) and it seems to be almost there ...... so the backing plate is in the freezer and the placenta is in the oven ..... And now for the pop quiz, I know Kana's ;D ;D is 20 minutes lb + 20 minutes over, but how long do you cook 4lb steel 3 jaw seats ..... I'll stick to it, boys, if I miss it this
time, duck; Because the 5's placenta can be winged, it can strangle the computer screen ??? CC CC, I hope you succeed with the tap as the duck takes less time per lb than the chicken. It'll be all right. Yours sincerely Bob Bob
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